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PKS-02/FP Stanchion Installation Instructions
Notice: Installers and/or Store Personnel must provide this document to the manager or person responsible for the maintenance
and use of the product. Read the Installation Instructions completely before installation of the product. If there are any questions, call
Alvarado at (909) 591-8431 or toll free at (800) 423-4143, Monday through Friday, 6:00 AM to 4:30 PM PST.

*Materials enclosed and Installation instructions same for both PKS-02-01(Chrome finish) and PKS-02-02(Brass finish)

Materials Enclosed:
1. FP Post (Qty: 2)
2. Base Cover (Qty: 2)
Tool(s) Required:

3. Base Weight (Qty: 2)
4. Hex Bolt (Qty: 2)

5. Washer (Qty: 2)
6. Rubber Ring (Qty: 2)

Ratchet and 3/4” Socket

Follow the Instructions to assemble a FP stanchion:
1. Place the Post upside-down on a padded surface to prevent the top
of the Post from being scratched.
2. Assemble the unit by fully inserting the Hex Bolt through the Steel
Washer, Base Weight, Base Cover, Rubber Ring and Post as
shown below.
3. While properly aligned, smoothly hand-tighten the Hex Bolt.
4. Use a ¾” Socket to securely tighten the Hex Bolt to the Post while
holding onto the Post. Do NOT rotate the Post to tighten the
bolt, as this will break the Rubber Ring and scratch the Base
Cover.

Maintenance:
Follow the instructions for the corresponding
finish
Chrome:
Use a general all-purpose cleaner with a soft
cloth.
Brass:
Use a general all-purpose cleaner with a soft
cloth.
Replace any sharp, bent, or broken pieces IMMEDIATELY.
Tighten any loose pieces.

Refer to diagram below for pictorial illustration of assembly

Rubber Ring

Warranty: Alvarado Manufacturing Company warrants the equipment being sold against defects in material and workmanship, for the period of one
(1) year from the date of purchase, providing recommended installation and maintenance procedures are followed. This warranty is void if damage was
due to improper installation, maintenance, or use. The manufacturer will not be responsible for any shipping or labor charges incurred in the removal or
replacement of defective parts.
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